Beamline and Experiment Control at X-ray Beamlines
Ivo Zizak
Specific software challenges and solutions as
implemented at following BESSY II X-ray
beamlines: KMC2, KMC3, mySpot
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X-ray Beamlines Control and Alignment
Graphical interfaces for spec – in python
Online evaluation – in python
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BEAMLINE CONTROL SOFTWARE
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BEAMLINE CONTROL

Double crystal monochromators (non-dispersive)
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• Dispersion of first crystal is reversed by second.
• diffracted beam shows no dispersion.

From Follath, Beamlines and Monochromators
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θ2

Overlapp in the duMont diagramm,
Angular divergence Δθ of incoming
beam selects wavelength intervall.

Rocking curve

Rocking curve

mySpot monochromator
Si(111) - Si(311) - B4C/Mo ML

PID intensity regulation, MOSTAB & Co.

Komunikation: RS232
Mostab: Python scripts
IC-101: EPICS using async
D- Mostab. KMC2
Python scripts and EPICS async protocol
(and edm panels)
written by beamline scientist

FMB Oxford IC-101, mySpot, KMC3
Perform a scan of the rocking curve of the second crystal
Set the value to some predefined offset from the maximum
Control the tilt of the second crystal to keep the constant intensity until stopped.

Measurement and alignment

Same tools are used for beamline commissioning and for experiments
Most experimental scenarios are written as macro scripts for “spec”
Spec allows limited analysis of the results:
Every scan is kept in memory for the analysis. Scenarios like :
1) Measure intensity in the ionization chamber for 100 positions of the motor cr2ropi
(rough pitch)
2) Move the motor to the maximum value
3) Move the motor left 0.5 times of the full width at half maximum
This script is regularly used in spectroscopy to optimize the monochromator and
suppress the 3rd harmonic. It is a part of the “measure XANES” script, users don’t
have to type this themselves. On the other hand, this is not necessary in diffraction
scans.
At KMC2 this is done by asynchronous PID control using an external device,
“MoStab”. MoStab is controlled manually or by python scripts, triggered by spec.
At KMC3 this is done from spec, external device (FMB Oxford I100) is triggered to
maintain this position during the scan.

KMC3: XANES in servo mode

sekundenschlaf.mac

Example for ad-hoc written script: “sekundenschlaf.mac” at mySpot
Top-up mode microinjection changes the intensity very fast. Total change is several
percent, but this confuses the PID loop controller and this produces transient intensity
fluctuations.
At mySpot beamline this disturbed the measurements.
One measurement in the scan is wrong
Solution:
Inside of the scan loop, before the actual measurement a short script is added which:
- Reads the EPICS variable where the expected time to next microinjection is given
(TOPUPCC:estCntDwnS )
- Compares this with the measurement time per point
- If the microinjection is expected during next measurement, it waits until the
microinjection is over +1s for stabilization
- Performs the measurement and continues with the scan
This was written at the beamline, implementation took about 30 minutes of the
beamtime (inclusive thinking why the spikes occure) and saved the user experiment.
It was possible because it is allowed to users to modify the standard scan loop.

Artificial Intelligence

Situation: The beamline is
misaligned, and there are ~50
axes which can be wrong.
Where to start the optimization?
Idea:
1) Use RAY to generate a
library of malformed profiles
at the focal spot or at
different positions at the
beamline
2) Use adaptive algorithm to
predict the motor positions
from the focal spot image
3) Correct the misaligned
motors ate the beamline
Mostly wishes and Science Fiction, there
are some working examples.
Contact: Simone Vadilonga

GRAPHICAL INTERFACES
FOR EXPERIMENTS

SPEC USER INTERFACE – Python spec client
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SAMPLE NAVIGATION PER PYTHON AND SPEC

Microscope UI at mySpot
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ONLINE EVALUATION

Measurement

Complicated experiment scenarios
- Scanning on different axes, detectors, samples, monochromator,
sometimes simultaneous, Example: anomalous scattering: Detector and
monochromator are moving simultaneously
- Coordination with pulsed lasers and Raman spectrometers
- Controlling the parameters of the user setup and repeating the
measurements, example KMC2 in-situ MOF chamber
- Variable number and type of detectors
- Experimental scenarios frequently require to perform an overview
measurement and than to select regions to perform further measurements.
Example: 1: transmission map to find the sample boundaries 2: XRF
mapping over cm-large sample to find the impurities, 3: high resolution XRF
scan 4: XANES on several positions at the sample 5: Scattering and Raman
scan across the particle to correlate the ionization state with nanostructure.
6: transmission scan for the normalization of the scattering and Raman data
- Wish: Possibility to switch the monochromator between two methods
without long aligning.
- Necessary to evaluate the data immediately after the measurement, to be
able to plan the next step
- Due to thermal and mechanical (in)stability it is necessary to realign the
beamline automatically in the middle of the measurement.

EVALUATION OF SPEC-FILES

PyMCA (ESRF), ROI-imaging plugin.
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Online evaluation - DPDAK

DPDAK

DPDAK

DPDAK

Online evaluation for alignment

Rather complicated procedure: calibration of the area detector mounted on the
goniometer of KMC2:
- Put the strongest attenuator in the beam (Full beam can damage the detector)
- Move the area detector to 0, sample out of the beam
- Measure intensity in the detector, and if too small change the atenuator
- This is done by acquiring an image, saving it on the detector computer.
A small script analyses the saved image and returns the average
intensity per pixel, maximum intensity, x and y position of the maximum
pixel in detector. These are integrated in spec as virtual detectors.
- Same script writes the goniometer coordinates into saved images for
easier evaluation
- Repeat this until intensity is OK
- For detector arm angles between -2 and 2, with the step of 0.5 degrees, acquire
images. From the x and y positions of the maximum in these images calculate
the center of the detector and the distance between the detector and the
goniometer center. These are used for later automatic data reduction, where the
2D images are converted into diffractogramms immediately after the
measurement.
Important: the experiment control application (spec for now) is able to evaluate the
measured data and act upon it. Beamline scientist and users must be able to write
the macros, scripts, procedures…

Challenge: Copyrighted software, proprietary protocols…

Examples:
• Bruker GADDS with Vantec detector
at KMC2
• Proscan x-Ray camera at KMC3
• Renishaw Raman spectrometer at
mySpot (installed 2015)
www.autoitscript.com

pywinauto.github.io

Automatic data organization

Collecting the measurements from different computers and sorting them on one place

Command:
newdata test_sample_143

What are the current hot topics and bottlenecks at the beamline

CHALLENGES

Challenge: Where with the DATA?

• Most of the ‘small’ data is automatically saved on the file server, so it can be
accessed form other computers at the beamline, e.g. for online evaluation.
• Problem: limited space on sever: At the time mySpot facilitates its own file
server (in the experimental hall, 100TB) to save the image data. This is filled
every 6 months.
• Problem: Windows computers can not reliably mount the server directory.
• Problem: All the data is written into the beamline account – users can see the
data saved by other users, from some computers (measurement computer)
users can accidentally delete the data from other users.
• Problem: the existing file server is not accessible from outside – Users must
take their data home on physical way: Sticking USB-drives in beamline
computers is dangerous, even if this is allowed only on designated computers.
After the measurement is over, a considerable amount of time is needed to
transfer the data, even when using fast USB3 connection.

Challenge: EPICS and fast measurements

Continuous scans and Synhronicity:
Most EPICS devices can not be read more frequently than 10 times per second.
For fast EXAFS measurement this is two orders of magnitudes to slow.
Monochromator encoder should be monitored faster than 1ms.
Even if the 0.1s is fast enough for measurements, this 0.1 second is not
synchronized between different detectors.
This has large influence especially during continuous scans.
Reading encoder position and intensity from EPICS Detector has time error of 0.1
second, depending which channel was when updated.
Current user requirement: 1ms per measurement.

Requirement: Labbook, Measurement protocoll

Analog paper laboratory book is a good thing
Beamline paper log book is even better.
Digital Laboratory book (like ELOG, a.k.a RunBook) would be even betterer!
Automatic logging from beamline and experiment control software would be the
best!
List and textual description of measurement macros
Sample names and description and relation of measurements to real samples
Alignment results, best motor positions for specific setups…

Which good properties should be replicated in new software

SUMMARY (KINDOF)

SUMMARY-present state

• Client – Server architecture (python-spec-EPICS-python-proprietary
software the whole Zoo of different solutions)
• Same scripts are used for experiments and beamline commissioning
• EPICS related
• Simple data format (per default everything is saved) and many freely
available evaluation applications. Provides reliable experiment logging and
file saving
• Collecting all related data into directories and sub-directories, sorted by
date
• Scripting language – it is possible to align the beamline using several
macros, similar situation with experiments.
• Comunicativity – it can trigger and control virtually any software and
hardware attached to experiment, from femtosecond laser spectrometers
running on LabView computer (KMC3) to in-situ sample temperature
(KMC2, mySpot, KMC3...), cryo stream (mySpot) or gas mixing battery for
adsorption chamber for in-situ study of MOF (KMC2).
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SUMMARY-SUPPORT

• EPICS at the beamlines and on experiments should be officially supported
• On-line and off-line evaluation should be based on completely free and
open source software
• Device support should be provided, at least for frequently used devices.
• Beamline scientists and experimenters should be able to write and optimize
the procedures without recompiling IOC, as well as write drivers for some
simple devices. Especially the communication with user provided hardware,
like triggering of the measurement is frequently required.
• Cooperation with the sample environment group – to be able to control the
sample environment simultaneously.
• User account administration, with the access to file servers. Beamline
scientist access to this data (contains alignment results). Umbrella???
• DATA SERVER with external access for users, backup, archiving…
• On 11.6. pay attention to Workshop on Research Data Management

Adding new tasks to the available man power is not the solution, we need
more people to respond promptly to existing and new tasks.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATENTION

